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Craftsmanship

How the Blüthner Crystal Edition is made
The manufacturing starts with the heating and

The piano is then being stringed using Blüthner’s

molding of the acrylic for both the inner and the outer

patented Aliquot stringing method. Keys, hammers

rim. Once the acrylic is cooled to room temperature,

and piano action as a complete playing mechanism

the supporting beams are assembled and glued in

is being introduced on the key bed and placed

the inner rim. The soundboard and cast iron frame

underneath the strings. These will be adjusted and the

are then fitted on this inner rim which will support

first tuning of the piano can start. The final assembling

the soundboard and the frame, the basic structure

of all parts will take place followed by the polishing

of a grand piano. Blüthner´s 36 layers pin block

of the instrument. Each Blüthner undergoes an

is placed underneath the front part of the frame

exhausted quality inspection by Blüthner´s engineers

where the holes for the tuning pins are being drilled

before being regulated, intonated and at least some

and installed. The frame provides the necessary

7 more fine-tunings. Once the piano arrives in the

strength to anchor the strings under tension. Nose

showroom a final inspection is made prior to delivery.

bolts and perimeter bolts anchor the plate to the

Blüthner guarantees you: production quality and

braces, whether wood or acrylic, and the inner rim.

product authenticity.

Perfection as a requirement

The Manufacturing

Excellence as per definition

-Crystal Edition Elegance
The glamorous side of elegance, a grand piano that can be customized with the most exclusive selection of high gloss
polyester colors or veneer finishes in a semi-transparent version with a matching frame and soundboard color.

-Crystal Edition Elegance

-Crystal Edition panoramic

Capture your favorite images in the body of this customizable instrument. A semi-transparent version where the
inner rim is decorated with different variations of panoramic images with matching frame and soundboard.

-Crystal Edition i D Y LLIC

A fully transparent grand piano for those with discerning taste and a love of luxury. Crystal edition elegance fully
transparent grand piano: supporting beams, inner and outer rims, key bed, legs, music stand, fall board and main lid.
All wooden structures with the exception of the soundboard turned into crystal clear acrylic. Frame and soundboard
color selection applicable.

Every Crystal Model can be personalized

-Crystal Edition Sport

Express the power of your personality with this range of bright metallic finishes. A semi-transparent version. The
inner rim comes in different type metallic sport colors all with matching frame and soundboard, main lid opens
from the front part.

-Crystal Edition HIVE

Xtravaganza
This extrodinary HIVE inspired design Grand piano will be launched in 2015. Only 9 unique units.

Models and measurements
Model 166 ( Special)

1,66 mts x 1,52 mts

325 kilo

Model 175 ( Standard)
Model 186 ( Standard)

1,75 mts x 1,57 mts
1,86 mts x 1,57 mts

350 kilo
370 kilo

Model 210 ( upon request)

2,10 mts x 1,57 mts

390 kilo

Model 238 ( upon request)

2,38 mts x 1,57 mts

420 kilo

Components manufactured by
Soundboard
Cast Iron frame
36 layers Pin block

of manufacture:

Action
Strings
Hammers

Piano Players System + full library (upon request) / LED illumination (upon request)
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